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Abstract—We introduce a hierarchical nonparametric topic
modeling approach to infer activity routines from context sensor
data streams based on a distance dependent Chinese restaurant
process (ddCRP). Our approach does not require labeled data at
any stage. Neither does our approach depend on time-invariant
sliding windows to sample context word statistics. Our activity
discovery approach builds on the idea that context words occur-
ring within one activity are semantically similar, whereas context
words of different activities are less similar. Context word streams
are segmented into supersamples and then semantic and temporal
features are obtained to construct a segmentation prior that re-
lates supersamples via its context words. Our hierarchical model
uses the segmentation prior and ddCRP to group supersamples
and the Chinese restaurant process (CRP) to discover activities.
We evaluate our approach using the Opportunity dataset that
contains activities of daily living. Besides being nonparametric,
our ddCRP based model outperforms both, classic parametric
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and the nonparametric Chinese
restaurant franchise (CRF). We conclude that ddCRP+CRP is
an adequate approach for fully unsupervised activity discovery
from context sensor data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Discovery of daily activities and routines from ubiqui-
tous sensor data provides insights into individual behavior
without prior model learning, which is relevant for assisted
living, remote patient care, and related applications [20],
[1]. A common approach to assess human behavior is to
partition activity routines into abstract levels. For example,
office work and lunch can be decomposed into context symbols,
typically of shorter temporal duration. These may include
activity primitives (sit, walk), locations (home), or object use
(computer, spoon). Context symbols could be detected from
the continuous acquired data of on-body and ambient sensors,
where frequently supervised classification or data clustering
were used [14]. Activity routine discovery requires methods
for analyzing context symbol patterns, where often parametric
topic models were applied, such as latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion (LDA) [14], [8]. Topic models originate from text mining
and aim at discovering hidden themes from word statistics in
documents. For parametric topic models it is assumed that one
document contains a mixture of a finite number of topics and
that each topic is described as probabilistic distribution over
words from a predefined vocabulary.

In activity discovery, words correspond to context symbols
and topics correspond to activities, which we call context

words and activity topics respectively. Typically, documents
are obtained using a temporal segmentation of the continuous
context word stream with a predefined segment size that is
large enough to capture context word statistics. Subsequently,
discovery results per segment are retrieved. With frequently
used segment sizes of 30 min [14], [22], activity transitions
and activities with variations in duration may not be accurately
identified. Moreover, parametric topic models, such as LDA,
require to set the number of topics. Selecting topic model
parameters, including segment size and number of topics,
impacts activity discovery performance and highly depends
on dataset properties that may be unknown [19]. Recently,
Bayesian nonparametric topic models were proposed for ac-
tivity discovery to overcome the dependency on a predefined
topic count [17], [22]. However, existing nonparametric models
also depend on a fixed segment size.

In this paper, we introduce a novel hierarchical topic model
approach that does not depend on manually selecting parame-
ters segment size and number of topics. Instead, segmentation
and topic count estimation is performed based on the data
and jointly with the activity topic discovery. We propose a
framework that includes context word extraction and activity
discovery. Context words are obtained from sensor data with-
out statistical classifier training and thus do not require activity
annotations. We introduce a segmentation prior considering
semantic and temporal information and use the nonparametric
distance dependent Chinese restaurant process (ddCRP) to
group context words that belong to one activity. For example,
segmentation of activity lunch would contain context words
such as spoon and plate, whereas activity office work may con-
tain computer. Thus, our semantic relationship representation
of spoon is “closer” to plate than to computer.

The contributions in this paper are threefold: (1) We
introduce a joint segmentation and activity discovery approach
that is independent of the number of topics and the segment
size. Here, we combine the nonparametric ddCRP and Chinese
restaurant process (CRP) hierarchically and formulate a seg-
mentation prior that considers semantic and temporal features
of context words. Semantic representations were extracted
from a corpus of Wikipedia articles. (2) We show that our ap-
proach outperforms the parametric LDA and the nonparametric
Chinese restaurant franchise (CRF) on the Opportunity dataset
that contains multi-modal sensor data [18]. (3) We demonstrate
the increased robustness and performance of ddCRP+CRP



compared to other methods regarding activity discovery from
context word annotations, actual context word detections from
raw data, and synthetic noise.

II. RELATED WORK

Several attempts towards activity discovery from sensor
data were made. Gu et al. extracted characteristic object
use fingerprints applying web-mining and discovered contrast
patterns for each activity using emerging patterns [11]. Begole
et al. applied data clustering to extract and visualize human’s
daily rhythms from computer activity [3]. As clustering-based
methods cannot capture uncertainty in the structure of human
activities, frequently probabilistic models have been applied.
Barger et al. used probabilistic mixture models to infer daily
life behavior patterns from clusters of sensor events in a smart
home [2]. Probabilistic topic models have been applied to
extract activity routines from mobile phone data [8], [24] and
activity primitives [14]. However, all of these topic model ap-
proaches are parametric and assume a fixed model complexity.
Thus, discovery performance critically depends on the number
of topics specified. In contrast, our approach is nonparametric,
thus estimates optimal topic count from the data structure.

Nonparametric models were recently applied for activity
discovery. The hierarchical Dirichlet process HDP-HMM was
used for abnormal activity detection [13] and activity discovery
from smartphone sensor data [25]. Similarly, Nguyen et al.
used HDP to discover latent activity topics from acceleration
and proximity data [17]. Sun et al. used HDP to discover
patterns of high-level activities [22] from data clusters. While
nonparametric topic models estimate an optimal number of
topics based on the data, their discovery performance remains
sensitive to selecting proper segment sizes. The topic model-
based discovery frequently used time-invariant segmentation,
such as sliding windows [22], [14]. Yet, time-invariant seg-
mentation fails to handle transitions, variations in activity du-
ration, and short activities accurately. Our approach no longer
requires selecting a segment size, but performs segmentation
dynamically based on the data by introducing a segmentation
prior to group context words of the same activity.

Nonparametric topic models were successfully applied to
infer themes in text documents [10], [5]. In text mining, seg-
mentation of text is not needed as text is naturally segmented
in documents. However, using nonparametric topic models for
object discovery in images and videos [15], [21] or activity
discovery from sensor data [22] requires a proper segmen-
tation. Recently, the distance dependent Chinese restaurant
process (ddCRP) has been suggested to consider segmentation
priors for nonparametric object discovery as well as joint video
segmentation and inference of object appearance models in
images and videos [9], [7]. Chiu and Fritz defined a video
segmentation prior to group pixels of coherent motion using
ddCRP and an infinite mixture model to extract global object
classes based on CRP [7]. We introduce a similar approach
for segmentation and nonparametric activity discovery from
multi-modal sensor data. While in [7] the segmentation prior
was based on spatio-temporal and motion similarities between
pixel groups, we introduce semantic and temporal features to
relate context words.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of segmentation methods for activity discov-
ery. Exemplary, 3 activities are shown and segmentations for 2
context word channels {i, ii} with the context word vocabulary
{e, f, g, h, v, x, y, z, o}. (a) Time-invariant windowing with
segment size DS=7. (b) Time-invariant windowing with seg-
ment size DS=3. (c) Data-driven supersamples segmentation.
A new supersample is formed each time a context change
occurs in channel (i). (d) supersample groups are segmented by
ddCRP with segmentation prior. Whereas in (a) and (b) win-
dows intersect activities, (c,d) perform segmentation according
to data.

III. JOINT SEGMENTATION AND DISCOVERY APPROACH

Time-invariant sliding windows cannot adequately handle
variations in activity duration. Figure 1 illustrates a segmen-
tation problem of variable durations in activity discovery with
examples: Large time-invariant windows, e.g. a segment size of
DS=7, capture context word statistics of activity 1 exactly (see
Fig. 1(a)). However, context word statistics for activity 3 would
be incomplete, as the context word windows of activity 2 and
1 overlap. Contrary, a small segment size (e.g. DS=3) does
not provide distinct context word statistics for activity 1:lunch,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

We introduce a joint segmentation and discovery approach
as depicted in Fig. 2 to solve the segmentation problem.
The first stage extracts data from multi-modal sensor sources
into context words e.g., sit, spoon moved. The context word
extraction relies on basic logic functions, thus avoiding super-
vised statistical learning and classification. Subsequently, we
introduce a data-driven segmentation based on state changes
in context words to obtain supersamples (see Fig. 1(c)). Super-
samples represent short temporal segments of context words
with variable size. As state changes in context words may
occur within activities, supersamples may not comprehensively
capture context word statistics that represent a particular activ-
ity, e.g., activity 1:lunch in Fig. 1(c). Therefore, supersamples
will be grouped according to semantic and temporal context
word relations.
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Fig. 2: Activity discovery framework: Sensor data is processed and encoded in context words using a predefined context
vocabulary. Our approach jointly segments context words and performs activity discovery. Initially, a data-driven segmentation
transforms context word streams into supersamples as input for a hierarchical, nonparametric topic model. We use semantic and
temporal priors to group supersamples of the same activity with ddCRP. The CRP process is then used to infer activity topics
from context word statistics of supersample groups. To evaluate performance, activity topics are mapped to a set of activities.

We assumed that an activity includes semantically similar
context words, whereas the semantic relation of context words
between different activities is lower. For example, context
words x and y in Fig. 1 may correspond to plate and spoon.
Then, x:plate and y:spoon are semantically more similar than
x:plate and z:computer. To group supersamples that belong
to the same activity (Fig. 1(d)), we introduce a segmentation
prior that considers semantic and temporal relationships of
supersamples based on the context words in each supersample.
We deduced semantic distances between context words based
on word2vec representations that were extracted from a corpus
of Wikipedia articles [16]. For example, activity 1:lunch con-
tains a supersample i=1 with context words {x,x,x,e,g,e} and a
supersample i=2 with {y,y,y,y,e,g,e,e} (Fig. 1(c)). The third su-
persample i=3 belongs to the activity office work and includes
context words {z,z,h,f}. We expect higher prior probability to
group supersamples 1 and 2 than supersamples 1 and 3 as
the semantic and temporal distance of x:plate (supersample 1)
and y:spoon (supersample 2) should be smaller than between
x:plate (supersample 1) and z:computer (supersample 3). Con-
trary to the example here, distances for all pairs of context
words were considered in the prior (see Sec. IV-D for details).

We then apply a hierarchical, nonparametric topic model
for activity topic discovery using ddCRP and CRP as depicted
in Fig. 3(c): ddCRP and CRP are clustering algorithms where
the number of clusters is not given a priori but estimated from
the data. In the local layer, supersamples are clustered into
groups as illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 3(c) using ddCRP.
Grouping by ddCRP depends on the segmentation prior: In
our example, supersamples i=1 and i=2 belong to activity
1:lunch and have high prior probability to be grouped contrary
to supersamples i=1 and i=3 that belong to different activities
(see Fig. 1(c)). We expect supersample groups to provide
comprehensive context word statistics describing activities
(see Fig. 1(d)). Individual data recordings of a dataset likely
contain the same activities. Thus, the global layer combines
supersample groups that belong to the same activity by CRP to
an activity topic group e.g. q=1:lunch (see Fig. 3(c)). For each
activity topic group, the context word distribution is sampled
from context word statistics of all assigned supersample groups
such that the likelihood of the data is maximized. Retrieved
activity topics were mapped to activities and discovery perfor-
mance was analyzed (see Fig. 2).

IV. DISCOVERY FRAMEWORK

The complete discovery framework is illustrated in Fig. 2.

A. Context Word Extraction

The context vocabulary covers X context words {e, f, g...}
that are extracted from body worn and ambient sensor data.
First, features are extracted from raw sensor data (see Fig. 2).
Each statistical feature from sensor data is transformed to a
binary feature F using thresholds. Binary features are subse-
quently included in logic functions to obtain context words (see
Sec. V-B, Tab. I for an example). Parallel operating context
word detectors (e.g. mode of locomotion, object usage) result
in several context word channels. Each context word channel
provides either an active context word or a null class symbol,
when no context word is active.

B. Segmenting Context Words into Supersamples

We use a data-driven segmentation for context word
streams that result in variable sized segments, referred as su-
persamples similar to superpixels in vision [7]. New supersam-
ples are formed each time a context state change occurs (see
Fig. 1(c) for illustration). As there may be several parallel
context channels from different sensors sources, we use the
channel that includes the least sparse context word sequence.
We consider that supersamples will typically have shorter
temporal duration than activities and subsequently need to be
grouped. We use a joint segmentation and activity discovery
approach, as described below.

C. Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) and Distance Depen-
dent Chinese Restaurant Process (ddCRP)

The Chinese restaurant process (CRP) is based on a
Dirichlet process DP (α,Go) with base distribution Go and
concentration parameter α [5]. As metaphor it can be described
by a Chinese restaurant with an infinite number of tables k and
a menu of dishes φ as depicted in Fig. 3(a). Each table serves
one dish φk. N customers enter the restaurant sequentially
and randomly sit at a table. The probability that customer i is
assigned to an existing table k ∈ 1...K depends on the number
of customers nk already sitting at table k. The customer opens
up a new table proportional to the parameter α:

p(zi = k|z1:i, α) ∝
{
nk k ≤ K
α k > K

, (1)

where zi is the table assignment of customer i. In case a new
table is opened up, the dish φk at the new table is sampled
from Go. In CRP, the table assignment is independent of
previously entered customers. However, it might be more likely
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Fig. 3: Illustration of discovery processes. (a) Chinese restaurant process (CRP): customers are assigned to tables k according to
Eq. (1). Customers sitting at the same table have the same dish φk. (b) Distance dependent Chinese restaurant process (ddCRP),
introducing customer dependencies: customers i and j with small distances dij are likely to sit at the same table k as defined by
Eq. (2). (c) hierarchical discovery framework ddCRP+CRP. Restaurants correspond to data recordings, customers to supersamples,
tables are individual supersample groups, and dishes are activity topics. In the local layer, supersamples from recordings l are
combined to supersample groups by ddCRP (see Section III). Each local supersample group kl belongs to a local activity topic
φkl. In the global layer, local supersample groups from all L recordings are assigned to global activity topic groups q using CRP
and share global activity topic Ψq . Local activity topics φkl inherit the global activity topic Ψq . For example, supersamples that
are assigned to supersample groups k1=1, k2=3 and kL=3 belong to activity q=1:lunch.

that e.g. customers, who enter the restaurant in close temporal
relation sit at the same table. Thus, ddCRP introduces customer
dependencies [4], see Fig. 3(b). Customers i are linked to other
customers j based on their dependency dij . Linked customers
share the same table k. In ddCRP, the probability that customer
i is linked to customer j is inverse proportional to their distance
dij , whereas customer i sits alone proportional to α:

p(ci = j|D, f, α) ∝
{
f(dij) j 6= i

α j = i
, (2)

where ci is the customers assignment, f(d) denotes the decay
function and D the set of all distances between customers. For
activity discovery, restaurants correspond to data recordings,
customers to supersamples, tables to supersample groups, and
dishes to activity topics.

D. Segmentation Priors for Activity Discovery

In this work, the word2vec algorithm was used to ex-
tract vector representations of words, where the word vectors
capture semantic relationships between words [16]. Word2vec
is based on a continuous Skip-gram model that infers word
vector representations unsupervised from a corpus of articles.
Initially, the algorithm constructs a word2vec vocabulary of
size W from the text corpus and then deduces vector rep-
resentations based on neural networks. Finally, each word
in the word2vec vocabulary is represented by the semantic
relationship to W other words leading to a 1 × W word
vector for each word. We used a word2vec vocabulary of
dimension W = 1000 to extract word vector represen-
tations from a corpus of Wikipedia articles (available at
https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/ ). Context words repre-
sented a subset of the word2vec vocabulary (X << W ) and
were manually mapped to relevant word vectors vx for X

context words by searching the labels of X context words
in the word2vec vocabulary.

We used the word2vec-based semantic as well as temporal
distances between supersamples to form a segmentation prior
over supersamples for ddCRP that likely groups supersamples
belonging to the same activity (see Fig. 2). To semantically
represent a context word x, we used word vector vx. To
semantically represent supersample i, we calculated the mean
word vector vi across all Xi unique context words x in su-
persample i: vi = 1

Xi

∑Xi

x∈Xi
vx. The semantic distance dsij of

supersamples i and j is the Euclidean distance dsij = d(vi, vj)
of their mean word vectors. The temporal distance dtij counts
the number of supersamples between supersample i and j.
Considering our segmentation prior over supersamples, we
modified Eq. (2) for supersample assignment ci:

p(ci = j|D, f, α) ∝
{
f t(dtij)f

s(dsij) j 6= i

α j = i
. (3)

The distance measure D and decay function f for ddCRP
are composed of a temporal distance measure and decay func-
tion (Dt, f t) and a semantic distance measure and decay func-
tion (Ds, fs). The window decay function f t(dt) = [dt < A]
assigns direct linkage probabilities for supersamples that are at
most distance A apart. For the semantic distance ds, we use an
exponential decay function fs(ds) = exp(−d

s

B ) that decreases
linkage probability with increasing semantic distance. B is the
width parameter.

E. Joint Segmentation and Activity Discovery (ddCRP+CRP)

Our activity discovery approach uses ddCRP in the local
layer and CRP in the global layer as illustrated in Fig. 3(c).
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against LDA with time-invariant segmentation and predefined
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and CRF with time-invariant segmentation.

The ddCRP+CRP approach can be interpreted as follows:
There is a set of L data recordings (restaurants) with a shared
set of global activity topics Ψ (global dishes) across all
recordings (restaurants). For each recording l, supersamples
il and jl with small semantic and temporal distances dijl are
likely grouped to the same supersample group kl (local table).
For example, linked supersamples in Fig. 3(c) (bottom) are
assigned to the same supersample group. Each supersample
group kl of all data recordings l is assigned to one global
activity topic Ψq (global dish) by CRP with the activity topic
group q (global table) (see Fig. 3(c), top). The local activity
topic φkl (local dish) in recording l inherits the global activity
topic Ψq (global dish) from the activity topic group q where
kl is assigned to, e.g. Fig. 3(c) Ψ1 = φ11 = φ3L = φ32. Thus,
multiple supersample groups kl in multiple data recordings l
can belong to the same activity topic Ψq .

The generative process ddCRP+CRP is described by:
(1) Each supersample il in recording l draws supersample as-
signment cil with supersample group kli from ddCRP(D,f,α).
(2) Each supersample group kl in recording l draws a global
activity topic group assignment qkl from CRP(γ).
(3) Each global activity topic group q draws activity topic Ψq

from G0.
(4) For each supersample il in recording l, context word
statistics uil are drawn from ηq , where ηq is a multinomial
distribution and qkli = q.
Given the observed context word statistics ui for supersample
i, the likelihood that ui is sampled from the global activity
topic q is p(ui|Ψq) = ηq(ui). We used Gibbs sampling to infer
the probabilities p(ui|Ψq) and thus the most likely activity
topic assignment q for each supersample i as detailed in [7].

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The evaluation strategy is illustrated in Figure 4. We
compared performance of our nonparametric ddCRP+CRP ap-
proach with data-driven supersamples segmentation and joint
segmentation and activity discovery to the parametric LDA-
based topic model with time-invariant segmentation (segment

TABLE I: Summary of context vocabulary (25 context words).
Features µ, σ2 of acceleration signal accx,y,z and binary sig-
nals b of switches were transformed to binary features F using
thresholds. Logic equations were applied to obtain context
words from binary features F of leg SL, back SB, and object
sensors SOi.

Context Vocabulary Logic Equations
Mode of Locomotion
(1)walk, (2)lie, (3)sit, (4)stand (1): F 1

SL, (2): F 2
SB ∧ F 1

SB
∧ F 1

SL
,

(3): F 3
SL ∧ F 1

SL ∧ F 2
SB ,

(4): F 3
SL ∧ F 1

SL ∧ F 2
SB ;

F 1 = 1 : σ2(||accxyz||) ≥ 10000
F 2 = 1 : µ(||accyz||) ≥ µ(||accx||)
F 3 = 1 : µ(||accz||) ≥ µ(||accxy||)

Object Usage
(4+i)motion Oi, i = 1...15 (4+i): F 1

SOi

(25)null class (25): F 1
SOi

(15+i)motion Oi, i = 16...20 (15+i): F 4
SOi

; F 4 = 1 : b = 1

(25)null class (25): F 4
SOi

size DS) and predefined activity topic count T . We further
compared ddCRP+CRP to LDA with supersamples segmenta-
tion and predefined T and to the nonparametric model CRF
with data-derived T , but time-invariant segmentation DS.
CRF [23] is a hierarchical method as well. However, CRF
uses CRP in the local layer instead of ddCRP and thus
does not consider segmentation priors to segment supersample
groups. All evaluations were performed per study participant
and present average results across all participants and 10 topic
model runs. For LDA, we varied DS within [1, 5] min with
empirically optimal T = 10 as well as varied T within [5, 20]
at DS = 2.5, as suggested in [19]. We evaluated discovery
performance using context word annotations that can be seen
as perfect context word detectors, as well as from encoded sen-
sor data using the context vocabulary. We further investigated
sensitivity to context word detector noise by adding equally
distributed noise to context word annotations.

A. Dataset

To evaluate our approach, we used the Opportunity dataset
that consists of ∼ 30 hours of activities of daily living (ADL)
recorded at 30 Hz, including annotations for 5 recordings from
4 participants [18]. ADLs included relaxing, coffee time, early
morning, cleanup, sandwich time plus a high-level null class,
in total 120 instances. The dataset further provides annotations
for mode of locomotion (4 labels) and object usage (20 labels),
plus a low-level null class. We considered ADLs as activities,
mode of locomotion and object usage corresponded to context
words resulting in 25 individual words. To infer context words
from sensor data, we used the 3-axis acceleration signals
accx,y,z of the right upper leg sensor SL and the back-worn
sensor SB. We included 3-axis acceleration sensor data of
sensors SOi (i = 1...15) attached to 15 objects: salami, bread,
sugar, bottle, milk, spoon, knife cheese, glass, cheese, door1, door2,
plate, cup, knife salami, lazychair. We used binary signals b of
reed switches SOi attached to 5 objects (i = 16...20) including
fridge, top drawer, middle drawer, lower drawer, dishwasher.

B. Framework Implementation

We extracted a context vocabulary with X = 25 context
words from the sensor data as detailed in Table I. Context
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(a) context word labels and (b) context word detections from
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word vector representations and averaged across all 4 subjects.
The graph indicates that context words used within the same
activity have close semantic relation.

words included mode of locomotion and object use (Oi) result-
ing in 21 parallel context word channels (20 object channels, 1
channel for mode of locomotion). Supersamples segmentation
from the context word stream was performed using mode of
locomotion as context state information, which is the least
sparse context word channel of the Opportunity dataset. We
used all 20 context word channels with object information to
calculate the semantic distance dsij between supersamples i
and j. For ddCRP+CRP, we used the implementation of [7]
with width parameters B = 0.1 for fs and A = 3 for f t, and
hyperparameters α = 50, γ = 1 and η = 1. For CRF, we used
hyperparameters α = 1, γ = 1 and η = 1. For LDA we used
the implementation of [6] with α = 1 and T topics. For time-
invariant segmentation, we used sliding windows of size DS
and segment step 0.1 ∗DS and applied Borda Count ranking
to overlapping segments [12].

C. Performance Estimation

To assess activity discovery performance we mapped
discovered activity topics to activities by assigning the
most frequent activity per predicted activity topic using the
groundtruth. Null class data was included for topic discovery,
but removed in the performance analysis. As performance mea-
sure we used class-normalized accuracy across all 5 activities
and the Rand index RI.

VI. RESULTS

A. Semantic Relationships within and between Activities

Figure 5 shows that semantic distances Ds of context
word vectors were small among instances of the same activity,
e.g. early morning. Confirming our approach to use semantic
priors, independent activities showed high distances, e.g. early
morning and coffee time. Detector errors may have decreased
within-activity similarity of detected context words compared
to context labels, e.g. coffee time. Nevertheless, we also
observed a reverse trend, where context word annotations ap-
peared to be imperfect and incomplete compared to detections,
e.g. for relaxing, clean up and sandwich time.
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Fig. 6: Averaged normalized accuracy and Rand index for
discovering activities from context word labels. Results are
shown for ddCRP+CRP with temporal (Dt) and semantic
(Ds) segmentation priors, CRF, and LDA. ddCRP+CRP out-
performed nonparametric CRF and parametric LDA. (*) We
varied segmentation window and number of topics for CRF and
LDA-based methods when parameter dependency was present.

B. Activity Discovery from Context Word Labels

1) ddCRP+CRP versus LDA: Our ddCRP+CRP approach
yielded 83% accuracy and Rand index RI = 0.83, clearly
outperforming LDA as depicted in Fig. 6. LDA using time-
invariant segmentation showed a peak in accuracy and Rand
index for DS = 2.5 min and T = 10 topics.

2) ddCRP+CRP versus CRF: ddCRP+CRP outperformed
nonparametric CRF with optimal segment size by 10% in
accuracy and by RI = 0.02. With decreasing segment sizes
accuracy of CRF increased up to 73%. The Rand index showed
a peak at DS = 2.5 min with RI = 0.81.

3) Temporal and Semantic Priors: We assessed the benefit
of temporal and semantic priors. ddCRP+CRP with semantic
prior increased accuracy by 6% compared to ddCRP+CRP with
only temporal prior. The performance of ddCRP+CRP with
temporal prior was close to the performance of LDA and CRF
with optimal parameters.

C. Sensitivity to Context Word Noise

Figure 7 shows that ddCRP+CRP was robust against dele-
tion noise with up to 60% deletions and 20% insertion noise,
outperforming LDA at optimal parameter settings. In practice,
uniformly distributed noise across context word detectors is
unlikely to occur. Besides deletions and insertions also timing
and substitution errors may hamper discovery. The noise anal-
ysis may thus rather illustrate boundaries of our ddCRP+CRP
approach: ddCRP+CRP performance depends on the segmen-
tation prior. For uniformly distributed insertion noise, ddCRP
likely grouped supersamples of different activities in the lo-
cal layer leading to less distinct context word statistics of
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Fig. 7: Influence of evenly distributed noise over context
word detectors on discovery performance. ddCRP+CRP was
robust against context word deletions up to 60%, but showed
sensitivity to insertions. Our approach outperformed LDA
between 60% deletion and 20% insertion noise.

supersample groups at the global CRP layer. Contrary, dd-
CRP+CRP was less affected by deletions, as they only reduced
priors grouping supersamples of the same activity. In contrast,
LDA estimates activity topics exclusively from context word
statistics in time-invariant segments. Evenly distributed noise
offsets all context word statistics and therefore barely changes
the context word structure in a segment. The sensitivity of
ddCRP+CRP for insertions and robustness against deletions
suggests tuning context detectors for high precision.

D. Activity Discovery from Sensor Data

For activity discovery from detected context words using
our context word extraction approach, all methods showed
decreased performance compared to discovery from annota-
tions. Figure 8 shows that our ddCRP+CRP model outper-
formed LDA with time-invariant segmentation and optimal
parameters (T = 7, DS = 2.5) by 4.5% accuracy and
∆RI = 0.1. For LDA, optimal activity topic count decreased
for detected context words, compared to the discovery from
annotations (T = 7 vs. T = 10). Moreover, optimal segment
size changed (DS = 3.5 vs. DS = 2.5). Our ddCRP+CRP
model automatically selected a smaller number of activity
topics for activity discovery from detected context words
compared to context word labels (T = 7 vs. T = 15).
ddCRP+CRP with just temporal segmentation prior performed
with 60% accuracy worse than ddCRP(Dt, Ds)+CRP (78%).
CRF with optimal segment size DS = 2 min yielded the same
accuracy and slightly smaller Rand index ∆RI = −0.1 as
ddCRP+CRP, but more activity topics ∆T = 5.

VII. DISCUSSION

By introducing a framework for joint segmentation and
activity discovery in this work, the time-invariant segmentation
and parameters used in previous works towards unsupervised
activity discovery were removed. Our ddCRP+CRP approach
performed supersamples segmentation and activity discovery
simultaneously and outperformed the parametric LDA as well
as nonparametric CRF, both using time-invariant segmentation.
In future work, the performance of motif search or other data-
driven segmentation approaches for discretized data separately
or in combination with LDA, ddCRP+CRP or other discovery
methods could be compared to our ddCRP+CRP approach.
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Fig. 8: Performance of activity discovery from context word
detections for ddCRP+CRP including temporal Dt and seman-
tic Ds segmentation priors, CRF and LDA. Our nonparametric
ddCRP+CRP approach outperformed parametric LDA and
nonparametric CRF at their optimal parameter settings. (*) We
varied segmentation window and number of topics for CRF and
LDA-based methods when parameter dependency was present.

We used basic logic functions to extract context words,
thus avoiding statistical classifier learning. Our data-driven
context word segmentation generated supersamples that were
typically shorter than activities. Hence, individual supersam-
ples did not capture distinct context word statistics to describe
activities and may explain the poor performance of LDA using
supersamples segmentation. Using a temporal segmentation
prior for ddCRP+CRP increased accuracy over the LDA-
based approach, but performed less accurate compared to
ddCRP+CRP using a temporal and semantic segmentation
prior. For discovery from context labels, ddCRP+CRP outper-
formed CRF by 10% in accuracy. For discovery from detected
context words, both methods showed similar peak accuracy.
However, CRF yielded 5 additional activity topics compared
to ddCRP+CRP (CRF: T = 12 at DS = 2, ddCRP: T = 7).
For an intuitive mapping, T in the range of M was desirable.
Thus, results were shown for T < 20 activity topics to describe
the M = 5 activities. CRF obtained T > 20 for DS < 2 min.

While the nonparametric model ddCRP+CRP and CRF
infer optimal activity topic count T , hyperparameters α, γ
determine the expectation over T . There are no established
strategies to select α, γ. However, if a range for T̂ ≈ T ± 5
is estimated, ddCRP+CRP and CRF can automatically choose
an optimal T . In our work, we used the same hyperparameter
setting for discovery using labels and detected context words.
In our tests, ddCRP(Dt, Ds)+CRP showed similar discovery
performance even when hyperparameters were varied, indicat-
ing robustness of the method. Omitting semantic priors, i.e.
ddCRP(Dt)+CRP showed lower robustness to hyperparameter
variation that may explain the performance difference between
labels and detected context words.



We segmented context words into supersamples and used
context state changes to determine supersample bounds. In
this work, we only considered context changes in one se-
lected context word channel. State changes could similarly
be estimated by combining several context word channels
to create a virtual context state. Selecting and constructing
a segmentation source still requires expert knowledge about
the targeted discovery objective and context word processing.
Similarly, constructing logic functions to derive context words
requires knowledge about the sensor modalities and discovery
goals. Nevertheless, we consider that such logic functions
could be cataloged according to sensor type and scenario, thus
become reusable for similar discovery applications without
parametric adjustments.

Due to the limited availability of datasets exhibiting a
hierarchical annotation structure we evaluated our method with
the Opportunity dataset. In future work, other datasets could
be analyzed to verify scalability of the method. Our approach
required context words with semantic meaning, as we used
word2vec to formulate a segmentation prior. Nevertheless,
word2vec is flexible and could be applied to a different corpus,
e.g. containing data clusters or other symbols extracted from
sensor data. In our approach context words corresponded to a
small subset of the word2vec word vocabulary and we manu-
ally extracted context word vectors from the word vocabulary.
Instead, string matching could be applied in future to automate
the mapping. In our evaluation, all context words could be
mapped to a word vocabulary of W = 1000. It is nevertheless
simple to increase the vocabulary, if corresponding words
could not be found or to search synonyms using language
processing algorithms. We used a generic text corpus from
Wikipedia to extract the word2vec vocabulary. Domain specific
text corpora might yield even more relevant word coverage and
context word vectors.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced a novel non-parametric topic model ap-
proach for joint segmentation and activity discovery from
sensor data that is independent from topic model parameters,
such as segment size and number of topics. We segmented
context words into supersamples using context state and for-
mulated a segmentation prior with semantic and temporal
information to group supersamples that belong to individual
activities using ddCRP and CRP. With this method, segmenta-
tion is adjusted to the underlying data. Evaluation results show
that our approach can outperform classical non-parametric
LDA and non-parametric CRF even at optimal parameter
settings. We concluded that combining segmentation and non-
parametric activity discovery by using a segmentation prior and
ddCRP+CRP is an adequate technique for activity discovery. In
future work, we like to adapt the segmentation prior to datasets
with different sensor modalities and discovery objectives.
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